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just cause 4 is one of the most chaotic games in the
industry, as it lets you deal out massive damage, fly around
with grappling hooks, and even summon tornadoes. so the
question is, how could it possibly get crazier well, mods of

course! here are the top 5 best just cause 4 mods you have
to try out right now. so in addition to paying for the

"sleeping dogs" disc, you're also expected to purchase two
separate game patches, one of which is specifically labeled
"just cause 2". this patch, when installed, does absolutely

nothing but modify how certain in-game features work. you
can tell because the patch file is a mere 9 kb. i liked the

game but it just didnt have anything special for me
personally. i wouldnt buy this game if i were to buy just

cause 2. when i got the game, i wasnt really impressed with
the graphics of the game. but when i started up the game, i

was surprised that it didnt look any better. the sounds in
the game were good but they werent that great. the

gameplay is pretty good. you got some nice missions to do
as well. but it doesnt have the same effect as just cause 2.
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the settings in the game are great but it should of had
better settings. overall, i would say that the game isnt too
bad. i hope that this game gets better. i would of gave it a

lower rating but i did like it. read more » just cause 2 trainer
3dm 12 i liked the game but it just didnt have anything

special for me personally. read less » just cause 2 trainer
3dm 12 i liked the game but it just didnt have anything

special for me personally. just as keith finishes his story,
levi pulls him aside to warn him about eren's relationship

with hange. levi, concerned that this relationship might be a
distraction from the mission, asks keith to bring eren to him

instead. keith promises to do so and departs with levi's
assistance. as keith escorts eren away, levi warns him

about their mission, and keith promises to relay all of the
information that he gathered with levi's help.
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to load your save on Sleeping Dogs, all you do is go to your
save file and find the folder called Sleeping Dogs, then if

you own Just Cause 2 you just need to upload your save to
the sleeping dogs save folder, then after you launch, you

can switch back and forth between the two by just using the
in game switcher by pressing the Y button.Adding cheats
because of your hack is not safe, theres no telling where
they could end up... Adding cheats are a great help, be

careful and go into a cheat only when you know what you
are doing, because ive seen modders putting some pretty
powerful cheats into the game and putting it over loading
the game, so just dont put your modded files in the game,
and dont use some of the anti-cheat scripts like ScanDisk

that some mods use... and if you do add these cheats make
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sure you add them near the start of the game to avoid
conflict with game files and make sure you uncheats them if

you want them without problem some will tell you that if
you upload a save and someone with lower support version
is using it, it might crash with an error, even if its just 1% or

something. well, you can fix that too, by unchecking the
"Automatically upload save to Steam" option! but if it says:
"Unfortunately, the game cannot be loaded. Error '0001 -

00000003: '," this means that there is a problem with your
game install, so i suggest you backup your files to a

different file, it has nothing to do with your cheats or mods.
and again, use at your own risk, as most cheats are in-

game modifications, meaning some players could turn your
mod into a game breaking mod! this can lead to your game

to crash on load, or any random game related issue.
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